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MEKHITARISTS’ ARMENIAN TRANSLATION:  

 

POLYEUCTE, MARTYR ARMÉNIEN, TRAGÉDIE DE PIERRE CORNEILLE. ՊՈԼԻԿՏՈՍ, ՎԿԱՅ ՀԱՅԿԱԶՆ: 

ՈՂԲԵՐԳՈՒԹԻՒՆ 
  

 

The first Armenian translation of Pierre Corneille’s tragedy Polyeucte martyr, was translated and published by the 

Armenian Chatolic Monks in Venice in 1858.  
 

Author: Pierre CORNEILLE (1606 – 1684). 

Place and Year: Venice: Press of the Mekhitarists / Վենետիկ : Ի Տպարանի Մխիթարեանց 1858. 

Technique: 8°: [1] lithographed portrait, 157 pp. in French and Armenian, contemporary green half-calf binding with gilt 

lines and gilt embossed title on the spine, gilt fore-edge, old bookplate on the inner side of the front cover (Very Good, with 

very light foxing, leftovers of an old book plate on the inner side of the back cover, binding slightly worn on edges).   

Code: 66183 

 

This is a first rare Armenian translation of a tragedy Polyeucte, martyr arménien by Pierre Corneille (1606 – 1684), with a 

parallel original French text. The book includes a lithographed portrait of Corneille, title pages in French and Armenian and an 

introduction in Armenian. The drama in five acts, first preformed in 1643, is set in ancient Armenia under the Roman Empire, 

in time when Christians were persecuted. Polyeucte, an Armenian nobleman, converts to Christianity, and becomes a martyr. 

This first Armenian translation of the book was printed in 1858 by the press of the Mekhitarists,  

a congregation of Benedictine monks of the Armenian Catholic Church, on the island of San Lazzaro in Venice.  The order 

was founded in Mkhitar Sebastatsi, in 1717, with a goal to nourish the Armenian culture, and mostly preserve the literature 

under the Ottoman Empire. In the same year, during the tensions between the Ottoman and Venetians, Venice gave an island 

San Lorenzo to the order, where they established their centre. In the next decades they translated and printed books, 

pamphlets, prints and maps in Armenian language, meant for export among Armenians around the world. The monastery also 

collected an important valuable library. 

Another big Armenian centre was The Mekhitarist Monastery (Mechitaristenkirche), founded in 1810 in Vienna, Austria.  

The book comes from a library of a French somposer Guy de Kervéguen (1857-1896)  

We could only find three or four institutional copies (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Bibliothèque nationale de France with one or 

two copies, and University of California, Los Angeles). 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/mekhitarists-armenian-translation-polyeucte-martyr-armenien-tragedie-de-pierre-corneille-poliktos-vkay-haykazn-oghbergut-iwn.html


References: Bibliographisches Centralorgan des Oesterreichischen Kaiserstaates, 1859, Year II, No. 1, p. 1; Émile 

PICOT, Bibliographie Cornélienne: ou, Description raisonnée de toutes les éditions, Paris 1976, p. 409, no. 1079 

 

€650.00 

 

 

 

 

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/mekhitarists-armenian-translation-polyeucte-martyr-armenien-tragedie-de-pierre-corneille-poliktos-vkay-haykazn-oghbergut-iwn.html
https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/mekhitarists-armenian-translation-polyeucte-martyr-armenien-tragedie-de-pierre-corneille-poliktos-vkay-haykazn-oghbergut-iwn.html


RUSSIAN TRANSLATION - FRANCE PREŠEREN:  

 

СТИХОТВОРЕНИЯ ФРАНЦА ПРЕШИРНА [STIHOTVORENIJA FRANCA PREŠIRNA / POEMS OF FRANCE 

PREŠEREN]. 

 

 

An uncommon first separately published translation of poems by Slovenian poet France Prešeren to Russian was printed in 

Moscow in 1901. 
 

Author: France PREŠEREN (1800-1849), author; Fedor Evgenjevič KORŠ (Fedor Yevgenyevich Korsh, 1842–1915), 

translator. 

Place and Year: Moscow: G. Lissner & A. Gešelj 1901. 

Technique: 12°: XCXIX, 244 pp. in Russian Cyrillic, modern red half linen binding with yellow boards (Very Good, lacking 

original wrappers, a tiny tear in margins of pp. III-IV, first and last pages with minor foxing). 

Code: 66174 

 

This scarce first separately published translation of Slovenian poetry of France Prešeren to Russian, was issued in 1901 im 

Moscow. It includes 108 poems, including the ones published after the poet’s premature death in 1849.   

France Prešeren (1800-1849) is considered to be the greatest Slovenian poet. Born in 1800 in Vrba (Gorenjsko) he composed 

most of his songs in Ljubljana. He was the author of the first Slovene ballad, the first Slovene epic, and of today’s Slovenian 

national anthem. The poetry of France Prešeren gained recognition well after his death. 

A Russian translator Fedor Evgenjevič Korš (1842–1915) first encountered Prešeren’s poetry in the time of his studies in 

Vienna, and published his first translations in newspapers already in 1881, 1882 and 1889. This book is the first separately 

published collection of Prešeren’s opus translated to Russian. According to the subtitle the source were Slovenian original 

texts, as well as German translations. 

We could only trace one example in libraries outside Slovenia (Columbia University, New York). 

  

References: OCLC 439821896. Pirjevec, Avgust: Korš, Fedor Evgenjevič (1842–1915). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska 

akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013 (Originally published in:  Slovenski biografski 

leksikon: 4. zv. Kocen - Lužar. Franc Ksaver Lukman et al. Ljubljana, Zadružna gospodarska banka, 1932). 

 

€450.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/russian-translation-france-preseren-stihotvorenija-franca-preshirna-stihotvorenija-franca-presirna-poems-of-france-preseren.html


HOLY LAND, PILGRIMAGE:  

 

PILGERVERZEICHNISS UND VERSCHIEDENE MITTEILUNGEN FÜR DIE I. SCHWEIZER. 

VOLKSWALLFAHRT [REGISTER OF PILGRIMS AND VARIOUS NEWS FOR THE 1ST SWISS PILGRIMAGE 

TO THE HOLY LAND] 
  

 

A rare, seemingly unrecorded pamphlet gives valuable details on the 1st Swiss organised pilgrimage to the Holy Land, 

attended by 501 people from Switzerland, Austria and South Germany, in 1903, when travel to Ottoman Palestine was still 

quite dangerous and difficult to arrange. 
 

Author: Various authors. 

Place and Year: S. l. [Switzerland, prob. Basel: 1903] 

Technique: 12°: 56 pp., [1] blank page, inserted errata (Very Good, slightly stained, old manuscript notes on the cover) 

Code: 66168 

 

This very rare pamphlet in German language offers valuable information on the first organised pilgrimage to the Holy Land, 

organised by the Swiss church in 1903. In includes a list with names of 501 pilgrims, with regions they come from. The 

second part of the book gives detailed information for the travellers: timetables, train stations, money currencies, and 

information on the meals, prepared for them, and the priests, which would accompany them. An inserted sheet gives last 

corrections on the pilgrimage. 

The pilgrims, according to the list in the first part, came not only from Switzerland, but also from north of Italy, south 

Germany and Austria. The first gathering point was Feldkirch in Vorarlberg, Austria, on September 1st. The train, which left at 

7.30 in the morning, took them through Innsbruck, Lienz, Villach and Ljubljana to Triste. The train ride lasted exactly 23 

hours and meals were provided along the way. 

In Trieste the pilgrims boarded a ship. They returned back to Trieste on September 24th, and returned home by train the same 

way. 

In 1903 travel to Ottoman Palestine was dangerous and  difficult to arrange. The second organised Swiss pilgrimage to the 

Holy Land followed in 1908. Only one pamphlet from that journey with a title Zweifaches Pilgerverzeichnis und verschiedene 

Mitteilungen für die II. schweizer. Volkswallfahrt in's Hl. Land: 1. bis 22. September 1908 is recorded on Worldcat (Zentral- 

und Hochschulbibliothek Luzern Standort Sempacherstrasse, OCLC  809827143). 

 

We could not find any other recorded examples of this pamphlet.   

€280.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/holy-land-pilgrimage-pilgerverzeichniss-und-verschiedene-mitteilungen-fur-die-i-schweizer-volkswallfahrt-register-of-pilgrims-and-various-news-for-the-1st-swiss-pilgrimage-to-the-holy-land.html


SLOVENIAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE US:  

 

AMERIKA IN AMERIKANCI [AMERICA AND AMERICANS]. 
  

 

An early groundbreaking thick richly illustrated guidebook for Slovenian immigrants 

to the United States, was written by a Slovenian priest Jurij Matej Trunk, and 

includes numberless original drawings and photographs of people and landscape by a 

Slovenian immigrant and photographer Anton Terbovec. It was published in 

Klagenfurt, Austria, in Slovenian language in 1912.  
 

 

Author: Jurij Matej TRUNK (1870-1973), author; Anton TERBOVEC (1882-1962), 

photographs; Ivan VAVPOTIČ (1877-1943), illustrations. 

Place and Year: Klagenfurt, Austria: published by the author, printed by press of 

Mohorjeva družba, 1912. 

Technique: Small 4°: 608 pp. with illustrations within text, original blue binding with 

green linen spine, with mounted illustration with gilt embossed margins and white 

embossed title on the cover, white embossed title on the spine, marbled fore-edges 

(Very Good, old owner’s name in ink on the title page, binding slightly scuffed, spine 

with small tear in the upper part).  

Code: 66188 

  

An important book for early Slovenian immigration to the United States was published 

in 1912 in Klagenfurt, Austria, in Slovenian language. It encourages the Slovenians to 

immigrate to the Stetes with words of Slovenian bishop in the US James 

Trobec: Slovenia is our mother, America our bride. 

On over 600 pages it gives detailed details on each state, with history, religious groups, 

native Americans, economy, descriptions of jobs in the industry, local politicians and 

local Slovenian and other Yugoslavian communities. Also included are Alaska, Hawaii 

and Canada. Large chapters describe American history and politics. The book is richly 

illustrated with photographs, sketches and vignettes. The last part or the book includes 

biographies of famous immigrants. 

The author Jurij Matej Trunk (1870-1973) was a Slovenian priest, born in Carinthia. He 

published the book on Slovenian immigration in Klagenfurt, Austria, in cooperation 

with a Slovenian born immigrant to the Unites States Anton Terbovec (1882-1962), a 

factory worker and a keen amateur photographer. During WWI Trunk was tried for 

spying and imprisoned. After the war he was a member of the committee at the 

Carinthian Plebiscite, after which we was forcefully retired by the Austrian 

government.  In 1921 he moved to Fulda, North Dakota. He died at the age of 102 in 

San Francisco. 

The photos were made by Anton Terbovec, who immigrated to the US in 1906. He 

was travelling across the country, photographing cities and landscapes. Later he was 

publishing articles in Slovenian émigré magazines. 

The illustrations, including the picture on the cover were made by an academic painter 

Ivan Vavpotič (1877-1943), who was studying in Prague, Vienna and Paris, and was 

creating in a style of academic realism. He was known for his illustrations, portraits 

and landscapes.  

References: OCLC 7388023; Znidarčič, Asta: Vavpotič, Ivan (1877–1943). Slovenska 

biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center 

SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi764889/#slovenski-

biografski-leksikon (10. maj 2018). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 13. 

zv. Trubar - Vodaine. Alfonz Gspan, Jože Munda in Fran Petrè Ljubljana, Slovenska 

akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1982; Bajec, Jože: Terbovc, Anton J. (1882–

1962). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 

Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-

biografija.si/oseba/sbi692073/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (10. maj 2018). Izvirna 

objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 12. zv. Táborská - Trtnik. Alfonz Gspan, Fran 

Petrè et al. Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1980; Bajec, 

Jože: Trunk, Jurij Matej (1870–1973). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija 

znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 

2013. http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi731462/#slovenski-biografski-

leksikon (10. maj 2018). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 13. zv. 

Trubar - Vodaine. Alfonz Gspan, Jože Munda in Fran Petrè Ljubljana, Slovenska 

akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1982. 

 

€360.00 

 

 

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/slovenian-immigrants-in-the-us-amerika-in-amerikanci-america-and-americans.html


KINGDOM OF YUGOSLAVIA, LAW:  

 

GRUNDZÜGE DES VERFASSUNGSRECHTES DES KÖNIGREICHS DER SERBEN KROATEN UND 

SLOVENEN [BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF THE KINGDOM OF SERBS, CROATS AND 

SLOVENES] 
 

Author: Gregor Gojmir KREK (1875 - 1942). 

Place and Year: Berlin & Wroclaw: Hermann Sack 1926. 

Technique: 8°: 142 pp., later green linen binding with pasted down original cover with printed title (Very good, cover with 

tiny loss of paper and repaired folds, dedication written in ink by the author on the title page). 

Code: 66170 

 

An early text on the controversial constitutional law on the newly founded Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians, was 

published in German language in Berlin and Wroclaw in 1926. Signed by the author. 

An early text on the constitutional law on the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians, founded in 1918, after WWI. The 

constitution, formed in 1921 sparked tensions between the different Yugoslav nationalities and was centralized in the favour 

of Serb hegemony over Yugoslavia. The text was first published as an article in the Zeitschrift für osteuropäischer Recht in 

three parts in numbers 1925/3-4, 1926/1 and 1926/2-3. 

Gregor Gojmir Krek (1875 - 1942) was a Slovenian lawyer, dean of the Law Faculty and rector of the University in Ljubljana. 

He started his career in Vienna as a court secretary. Krek was also an author and music composer. 

This copy was, according to the hand written inscription on the title page, dedicated by the author to the academic and 

lawyer Janko Polec (1880–1956). Polec was also Krek’s biographer. 

We could find 6 institutional copies worldwide (OCLC 456023452). 

References: Polec, Janko, akademik (1880–1956). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 

Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi445951/#slovenski-biografski-

leksikon (3. maj 2018). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 7. zv. Peterlin - Pregelj C. France Kidrič et 

al. Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1949. Polec, Janko: Krek, Gregor (1875–1942). Slovenska 

biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-

biografija.si/oseba/sbi302647/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (3. maj 2018). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 4. 

zv. Kocen - Lužar. Franc Ksaver Lukman et al. Ljubljana, Zadružna gospodarska banka, 1932. 

 

€160.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/kingdom-of-yugoslavia-law-grundzu-ge-des-verfassungsrechtes-des-ko-nigreichs-der-serben-kroaten-und-slovenen-basic-principles-of-constitutional-law-of-the-kingdom-of-serbs-croats-and-slovenes.html


AUTOGRAPH:  

 

ZLATKO BALOKOVIĆ (1895 – 1965). 
  

 

A photo with an autograph of Zlatko Baloković, a famous Croatian violinist, visible figure among the Yugoslavian 

immigrants to the United States, and a personal friend of Nikola Tesla, who played Ave Maria and a Serbian song Tamo 

daleko, when New York City mayor Fiorello La Guardia read Tesla’s eulogy on the radio.  
 

Author: AMEMIYA, photograph; Zlatko BALOKOVIĆ (1895 – 1965), autograph. 

Place and Year: Photograph: Trieste: Amemiya 1918; Signature: November 4 

Technique: Photograph on albumin paper, dated with pencil below, verso postcard template and manuscript in blue ink, 13, 5 

x 8,5 cm (5.3 x 3.3 inches) (Very Good, old traces of mounting on corners verso). 

Code: 66190 

 

An original advertisement photo, printed on a postcard template, was signed verso by a Croatian violinist Zlatko Baloković on 

November 4, 1946. 

Zlatko Baloković, born in Zagreb, studied violin in Prague and soon became a member of the Moscow Philharmonic 

Orchestra. He spent WWI in Trieste, and in 1924 left for New York City. In 1926, he married Joyce Borden, heiress to 

the Borden family fortune, and spent a large part of the 1920s and 1930s touring Europe, playing for nobility. During WWII 

he was actively involved in supporting Tito’s partisans from the United States. In 1946 he toured Yugoslavia, where he met 

Marshal Josip Broz Tito, Georgi Dimitrov of Bulgaria, and Enver Hoxha of Albania. 

Baloković was actively involved in Yugoslav immigrant communities in the United States. He was a close friend of Nikola 

Tesla. When Tesla died in 1943 it was one of his last wishes to have a Serbian WWI folk song Tamo daleko(There Far Away) 

played at his funeral. 

Zlatko Baloković played the song live, followed by Ave Maria, accompanied by a Slavic quire Slovan, over the WNYC radio, 

on the 10 January 1943, after New York City mayor Fiorello La Guardia read a eulogy for Nikola Tesla written by Slovene-

American author Louis Adamic. 

The advertisement photo from 1918 was probably signed at his 1946, post WWII tour of Yugoslavia. 

€250.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/autograph-zlatko-balokovic-1895-1965.html


RUSSIAN ÉMIGRÉS:  

 

ЕВГЕНІЙ ОНѢГИНЪ. РОМАНЪ ВЪ СТИХАХЪ. [EVGENІJ ONEGIN. ROMAN V STIHAH / EUGENE 

ONEGIN. NOVEL IN VERSES.] 

 

The Pushkin’s work Eugene Onegin was published in Russian language in Berlin, in a Russian publishing house 

Literatura, in 1921. 

 

Author: Alexander SERGEYEVICH PUSHKIN (1799 – 1837), author; A. ŠTIREN, Illustrations. 

Place and Year: Berlin: Literatura [H. & F. Sell], 1921. 

Technique: Small 8°: 253 pp. Russian Cyrillic text with black and white illustrations within text, [2], original wrappers with 

printed title, bound in a later black half-calf with blue linen boards, brown endpapers (Very Good, tiny tears in margins of 

some pages, a tiny loss of paper on the inner side of the title page, holes in the inner side of sheets in white margins, caused by 

a previous binding, old paper stamp on the front cover).  

Code: 66186 

 

  

An attractive illustrated pocket book with a novel in verse Eugene Onegin by Pushkin was published in Russian language in 

Berlin, in 1921. 

In the early 1920s Berlin had one of the largest Russian communities in Europe outside Russia. About 300,000 Russians are 

believed to be living in Germany at the time, most of them being White Russians, fleeing the October Revolution. At the time 

Berlin was also one of the most popular printing centres, due to the inflation and extremely low local currency.   

  

€180.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/russian-emigres-evgenij-on-gin-roman-v-stihah-evgenij-onegin-roman-v-stihah-eugene-onegin-novel-in-verses.html


RUSSIAN FUTURISM - MAYAKOVSKY:  

 

150.000.000 
 

A first edition of Mayakovsky’s futuristic poem hailing the 150-million-strong Russians to start the world revolution was 

published anonymously in 1921.  
 

Author: Vladimir Vladimirovich MAYAKOVSKY (Владимир Владимирович Маяковский, 1893 – 1930). 

Place and Year: 1921 

Technique: 8°: 70 pp., [1] blank page, original brown wrappers with printed covers, stapled (Very Good, slightly age-toned, 

some pages with soft folds in corners, wrappers with tiny tears in margins and loss of paper on the spine) 

Code: 66191 

 

A scarce first edition of the futuristic poetry was written by Vladimir Vladimirovich Mayakovsky and published anonymously. 

The poem is an allegorical battle between Russian Ivan and the American president Woodrow Wilson, and hailing the 

150,000,000 strong Russians to start the world’s revolution.  

The reason the poem was published anonymously is explained in the first verse: 

150 000 000 мастера этой поэмы имя.  

Пуля - ритм.  

Рифма-огонь из здания в здание.  

150 000 000 говорит губами моими.  

Ротационной шагов  

в булыжном верже площадей  

напечатано это издание. 

Кто спросит луну? Кто солнце к ответу притянет - чего ночи и дни чинитe? 

Кто назовет земли гениального автора? Так и этой моей поэмы никто не сочинитель... 

  

150 millions is the name of this poem's master 

Bullet is rhythm, flame's a rhyme jumping from house to house. 

150 millions speak through my mouth 

Masses marching over the stepping-stone paper is the offset duplicator machine getting these pages printed. 

Who'd enquire the Moon and the Sun of what makes them bring out day and night, who’d demand the name of creator genius? 

The same's with this poem: it hasn't got one single author. 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/russian-futurism-150-000-000.html


The book was printed in 5000 examples. Leinin did not like the book. He commented it:  

“How one can not be ashamed of publishing Mayakovskiy's 150.000.000 in 5000 copies? Nonsense, stupid, large stupidity 

and pretentiousness. In my opinion, to print such a things is only worth 1 out of 10, and not more than 1500 copies should be 

made. For libraries and for eccentrics. And Lunacharsky* should make the futurism.“ 

(Как не стыдно голосовать за издание 150 000 000 Маяковского в 5000 экз.? Вздор, глупо, махровая глупость и 

претенциозность. По-моему, печатать такие вещи лишь 1 из 10 и не более 1500 экз. для библиотек и для чудаков. А 

Луначарского сечь за футуризм.) 

  

*Anatoly Lunacharsky, was the first Bolshevik Soviet People's Commissar responsible for Ministry and Education, and an 

author. 

€960.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/russian-futurism-150-000-000.html


RUSSIAN ÉMIGRÉS:  

 

ХОЖДЕНІЕ ПО МУКАМЪ [THE ROAD TO CALVARY]. 
 

 

A rare first edition of White émigré Aleksey Tolstoy’s work The Road to Calvary was written in 

the time of staying in Paris after the October Revolution, and was published in 1922, after he 

moved to Berlin. Two year later he became one of rare White Russian writers, who returned to the 

Soviet Union and built a new career there.    
 

 

Author: Aleksey Nikolayevich TOLSTOY or also Alexei, TOLSTOI (1883 - 1945). 

Place and Year: Berlin: Moskva [1922]. 

Technique: 8°: 462 pp., [1] blank page, original wrappers with printed title, bound in a later blue 

half linen binding with gilt title on the spine (Very Good, slightly age-toned and stained in margins, 

title page with tiny tears in margins, old cancelled library stamps on the cover, title page and last 

blank page, old tears repaired with tape on pp. 7 and 33, some words underlined lightly with a 

pencil). 

Code: 66185 

  

The author Aleksey Nikolayevich Tolstoy (1883 - 1945) was a Russian and Soviet writer, who came 

from a prominent Russian background. His father Count Nikolay Alexandrovich Tolstoy (1849–

1900), was related to Leo Tolstoy, and his mother Alexandra Leontievna Turgeneva (1854–1906), a 

grand-niece of Decembrist Nikolay Turgenev and a relative of the Russian writer Ivan 

Turgenev. When his mother was two month pregnat, she ran away with her lover, Alexei 

Appollonovich Bostrom, leaving her husband and three children. 

Aleksey Tolstoy was raised by Bostrom as his own son in an atheistic and anti-monarchist 

environment, after his mother and step-father were rejected by the church and the Russian nobility. 

Siding with the White Army during the civil war and the October Revolution Tolstoy fled through 

Odessa to Paris, where he started working on the novel The Road to Calvary, describing the events 

in Russia between 1914 and 1919. 

He published the book in Berlin, where he moved to live with his family in a close Russian 

community. The book brought Tolstoy a huge sucess abroad, as well as in the Soviet Union. When 

he returned there in 1923 he was accepted warmly, as a famous White Russian, who decided to 

return back home. 

In 1937, Tolstoy was elected to the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union, and in 1939, he became a 

full member of the USSR Academy of Sciences. He was known for his early Soviet science fiction 

books and mostly for this adaptation of the 1883 novel The Adventures of Pinocchio by Carlo 

Collodi, which was published in Russian asThe Golden Key, or the Adventures of Buratino in 1936. 

1927 and 1928 Aleksey Tolstoy wrote a sequel to The Road to Calvary, called The Eighteenth Year, 

and in 1940-1941 the third part, titled Gloomy Morningfollowed, making the work a trilogy. The 

original first part was renamed to Sisters. 

Tolstoy died in Moscow less than three months before the end of WWII. He was credited at 

the Nuremberg Trials of being the first person to 'ascertain without reasonable doubt' the use of gas 

vans by the Nazis to commit genocide, as a member of the Extraordinary State Commission in the 

Stavropol region. 

This is a rare first edition. The book is not dated, but the year 1922 is mentioned in the introduction. 

We could only find three institutional copies (Bibliothèque Diderot LSHS - Fonds slaves (Lyon), 

National Library of Israel, The British Library, St. Pancras). 

The book was re-published and translated to other languages already in the 1920s. 

  

References: OCLC 819421985 & 864182164; John GLAD, Conversations in Exile, Durham and 

London, 1993, ff.; Thomas URBAN; Russische Schriftsteller im Berlin der zwanziger Jahre, Berlin 

2003, pp. 32–45. 

 

€950.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/russian-emigres-hozhdenie-po-mukam-the-road-to-calvary.html


MAYAKOVSKY:  

 

ИЗБРАННЫЙ МАЯКОВСКИЙ [IZBRANNYJ MAJAKOVSKIJ]. 
  

 

A book with collected works of Vladimir Mayakovsky, with a decorative cover, was printed in Russian language in Berlin 

in 1923. 
 

Author: Vladimir Vladimirovich MAYAKOVSKY (Владимир Владимирович Маяковский, 1893 – 1930). 

Place and Year: Berlin - Moscow: Накануне 1923 

Technique: 8°: 256 pp., [2], interleaved portrait on glossy paler, original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, wrappers slightly 

stained and worn on edges, small tear on spine). 

Code: 66203 

 

A book in Russian Cyrillic with a decorative cover includes poems from Mayakovsky’s works Революция, (Revolution, from 

1917), Лирика (Lyrics, 1916), Сатира (Satires, from 1913), Облако в штанах (A Cloud in Pants, 1915), Человек (The Man, 

1918), 50 000 000 (1921), and Пятый Интернационал (Fifth International, 1922). 

In the early 1920s Berlin had one of the largest Russian communities in Europe outside Russia. About 300,000 Russians are 

belived to be living in Germany at the time, most of them being White Russians, fleeing the October Revolution. At the time 

Berlin was also one of the most popular printing centres, due to the inflation and extremely low local currency. 

 

References: OCLC 762485162. 

 

€750.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/mayakovsky-izbrannyj-majakovskij-izbrannyj-majakovskij.html


ÉMIGRÉ RUSSIAN PRINTING:  

 

ЦВѢТЫ ЗЛА [CVETY ZLA / LES FLEURS DU MAL]. 
  

 

A Russian translation of Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du Mal, which was considered the best one at the time, was published by 

a Russian émigré press in Paris. 
 

Author: Charles BAUDELAIRE (1821-1867), author; Adrian LAMBLE, translator. 

Place and Year: Paris: Возрожденіе [Vozrojdénie / Renaissance] 1929. Printed by Navarre, Paris. 

Technique: 8°: 245 pp., [1] blank, original grey front cover with printed title, bound in a later black linen binding with green 

end-papers (Very Good, lacking back original paper cover, some verses underlined or marked im margins with old pencil and 

coloured pencil 

Code: 66204 

 

An uncommon book with a Russian translation of Les Fleurs du Mal by Charles Baudelaire was made by a Swiss Adrian 

Lamble and published in Paris 1929. The translation was considered to be best of the time. The book was published by 

Возрожденіе (Renaissance), a Russian anti-Communist publishing house in Paris, who was printing a newspaper with the 

same name from 1925 on. 

We could find seven institutional examples on Worldcat (OCLC 37581059, 10599214, 636062837). 

 

€980.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/emigre-russian-printing-cv-ty-zla-cvety-zla-les-fleurs-du-mal.html


ÉMIGRÉ UKRAINIAN MAGAZINES:  

 

КНИГОЛЮБ [KNIHOLJUB, ALSO KNYHOLIUB / BIBLIOPHILE]. I, 1931. 

III-IV, 1931. I-II, 1932. 
  

 

A rare set of 3 magazines on literature was published in Ukrainian language by 

Ukrainian exiles in Prague in 1931 and 1932. From a library of a Ukrainian exile 

Ilarion Ohienko, later Metropolitan bishop of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in 

Winnipeg, Canada. 
 

Author: Stepan SIROPOLKO (1872-1959) editor; Українське товариство 

прихильників книги [Ukrainian Friendship of Bibliophiles] 

Place and Year: Prague: Українське товариство прихильників книги [Ukraïnsʹke 

tovarystvo prykhylʹnykiv knyhy / Ukrainian Friendship of Bibliophiles] 1931-1932. 

Technique: 3 numbers, all small 4°. 

#I, 1931: 52 pp. mimeographed text, original pink wrappers with printed title (Very 

Good, slightly age-toned and stained, sheets loose as originally published, small tears 

in the spine and in the wrappers, old bookplate pasted down on the inner side of the 

wrappers, old collector’s stamp on the first page). 

#III-IV, 1931: pp. 109-176 mimeographed text, original blue wrappers with printed 

title (Very Good, slightly age-toned, sheets loose as originally published, wrappers 

with small tears, spine split, old bookplate pasted down on the inner side of the 

wrappers, old collector’s stamp on the first page). 

#I-II, 1932: 80 pp. mimeographed text, original yellow wrappers with printed title 

(Very Good, slightly age-toned, sheets loose as originally published, small tears in the 

spine and in the wrappers, spine split, old bookplate pasted down on the inner side of 

the wrappers, old collector’s stamp on the first page, pasted down stamp on the spine). 

Code: 66169 

  

This rare set of three magazines includes articles on Ukrainian literature. They were 

published by the Ukrainian exiles in Prague between 1927 and 1932. The articles 

include new publications, as well as news and discussions on translations. Indexes and 

footnotes list the articles also in other languages, such as French, German and Polish.   

The editor Stepan Siropolko (1872-1959) was a Ukrainian pedagogue 

and bibliographer.  After 1921 he emigrated from Ukraine, first to Poland and then 

to Prague, where he the taught at the Ukrainian Higher Pedagogical Institute (1925–32) 

and was a head of Ukrainian Society of Bibliophiles in Prague. 

The magazines come from a library of Ilarion Ohienko (1882-1972), a Ukrainian 

Orthodox cleric, linguist, and church historian. Born in Ukraine, he became a professor 

at the Kiev University, and in 1919, Minister of Education in the Ukrainian People's 

Republic under Symon Petliura’s government. After Petliura’s defeat he into exile 

to Tarnów, Poland, and eventually to Warsaw, were he remained active in the UPR 

government in exile. 

During WWII, in 1940, he became Bishop of Chełm in German-occupied Poland. After 

the war he escaped to Winnipeg, Canada, where he became Metropolitan bishop of the 

Ukrainian Orthodox Church. In Canada he was active in publishing Ukrainian 

literature, translations and newspapers. 

  

The magazines are very rare. We could only find three numbers of Kniholjubat the 

Indiana University Library (numbers 1927,no.1; 1927,no.3-1932,no.2; OCLC 

45606155). 

 

 

€750.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/emigre-ukrainian-magazines-knigoljub-kniholjub-book-lover.html


UZBEK COMMUNIST MAGAZINE: يربوزى 
  

 

A rare political Communist magazine, printed in Ottoman script, was issued in 1929 in Samarkand, Uzbekistan and 

includes articles on the industrial development of the country in the 5 years after Lenin’s death. 
 

Author: Various authors. 

Place and Year: Samarkand, Uzbekistan 1929. 

Technique: 4°: 24 pp. with illustrations within text, illustrated wrappers, stapled (Very Good, partly uncut, tiny tears in the 

spine). 

Code: 66198 

 

A rare magazine with black and white illustrations within text was printed in 1929 in Samarkand, Uzbekistan. The magazine 

includes articles on the modern achievements in the technology, astronomy, and industry in the country 5 years after the death 

of Vladimir Lenin in 1924.   

The back cover is decorated with caricatures and advertisement for the political satirical magazine Muştum (The Fist), which 

was also published in Uzbekistan.    

In 1924, the borders of political units in Central Asia were changed along ethnic lines determined by Vladimir 

Lenin’s Commissar for Nationalities, Joseph Stalin. In 1925 Uzbekistan became one of the republics of the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics. Samarkand was the capital until 1930, when it was replaced by Tashkent.  

Uzbekistan was at the time one of the publishing centres for Communist books and magazines in Ottoman script, which could 

be, due to the comprehensible languages, distributed through Turkey, all the way to Persia.    

All the Communist magazines printed in this period in Uzbekistan are today rare and only sporadic examples appear in the 

Western libraries. 

 

€350.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/uzbek-communist-magazine.html


MARXISM:  

 

ANTI-DÜHRING: GOSPODA EUGENA DÜHRINGA ZNANSTVENI PREVRAT. 

 

  

The first translation of the Anti-Düring book by Friedrich Engels to Slovenian was published in 1933 to set an example 

how to supress all the contemporary tendencies to change or undermine the fundamental Marxist thought. 
 

Author: Friedrich ENGELS (1820-1895), author; Miha LAVRIČ, translation. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana, Slovenia: Nova Knjiga. Printed by Pavliček, Kočevje 1933. 

Technique: 8°: XV, 288 pp., stapled, original tan wrappers with printed cover (slightly age-toned and stained on the cover, 

edges slightly scuffed, old signature on the upper part of the title page). 

Code: 66195 

 

The first Slovenian translation of Engels'es Anti-Dühring: Herr Eugen Dühring's Revolution in Science, a text critisising 

philosophy of German positivist philosopher and a critic of Marxism&nbsp Eugen Dühring (1833-1921). The work was first 

published in 1878. 

As said in the introduction, the work was translated in 1933 with a purpose set an example for the young people, how to firmly 

supress any work of a “botcher” trying to undermine or change the original thought of Karl Marx. 

References: OCLC 441672234. 

 

 

€140.00 

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/marxism-anti-duhring-gospoda-eugena-duhringa-znanstveni-prevrat.html


CROATIA, 2 VINTAGE EROTIC PAMPHLETS:  

 

BRAČNA NOČ FRAJLE MICE & [PRED JEDNU GODINU...] 
 

 

Two privately issued ephemeral pocket books in Croatian language from 1930s include erotic stories in verses 

accompanied by lewd images, reproduced in the technique of whiteprint. 
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: S. l. [Probably Zargeb, Croatia, 1930s]. 

Technique: 2 pamphlets: 

Bračna noč...: Oblong 12°: 12 pp. photographically reproduced images, contemporary brown wrappers with hand written title 

on the cover, stapled (Very Good, sightly stained). 

[Pred jednu godinu...]: 12°: 10 pp. photographically reproduced images, contemporary brown wrapper, stapled (Very Good, 

sightly stained). 

Code: 66199 

 

Two privately made booklets in Croatian language include photographically reproduced illustrations of rather graphic nature. 

The story in the first pamphlet with a title “Wedding Night of Miss Mica” is about a newlyweds on their wedding night, being 

observed by a hotel employee through the keyhole. The second story without a title is about an unexperienced newlyweds, 

who get practical tips on their intimate life from a priest. Both texts are written in rimes in rather vulgar language with a 

comical notes. 

The pocket books are not dated, but were probably made in 1930s, according to the clothing and female hairstyles. They were 

reproduced with a photographic method and sold privately. 

The survival rate of such books is extremely rare, as they would be destroyed or already thrown away by their owners or their 

heirs. As in 1930s Croatia was still relatively liberal, the Ustaše government in WWII, supporting family values and religion, 

supressed vulgar words, cursing, and liberal sexual activities.    

 

€380.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/croatia-2-vintage-erotic-pamphlets-bracna-noc-frajle-mice-pred-jednu-godinu.html


 

PHOTOMONTAGE:  

 

MED POTNIKI IN MORNARJI. POTOPISNI FRAGMENTI. [AMONG TRAVELLERS AND SAILORS. 

FRAGMENTS OF A VOYAGE]. 

 

 

Author: Branko KREFT (1905-1996). 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Cankarjeva družba 1936. 

Technique: 8°: 166 pp., [1], original wrappers with both covers illustrated with blue photomontage, stapled (Very Good, 

hardly noticeable age-toned and stained, a tiny tear in the upper side of the front cover). 

Code: 66187 

 

A novel in Slovenian language tells an autobiographical story of a boat trip from London to Greece and Turkey. This is a first 

edition with a highly decorative blue wrappers, illustrated with original photomontages, made of photographs and a map, 

showing the route of the voyage. 

Branko Kreft (1905-1996) was a Slovenian professor, director, historian of literature and author, writing in the style of social 

realism. He was cooperating with the avant-garde magazine Tank and was the editor of the first Slovenian Marxist magazine 

Književnost (Literature). 

  

References: OCLC 42657944. 

 

 

€150.00 

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/photomontage-med-potniki-in-mornarji-potopisni-fragmenti-among-travellers-and-sailors-fragments-of-a-voyage.html


PHOTOGRAPHY – YUGOSLAVIA:  

 

II. MEDNARODNA RAZSTAVA UMETNIŠKE FOTOGRAFIJE. LJUBLJANA, JUGOSLAVIJA OD 2. - 24. MAJA 

1936 (II. INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF ART PHOTOGRAPHY. LJUBLJANA, YUGOSLAVIA, FROM 

MAY 2ND TO MAY 24TH, 1936]. 
 

Author: Various authors. 

Place and Year: [Ljubljana, Slovenia: 1936]. 

Technique: Large 8°: [20] with 16 black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers with embossed title, stapled 

(Very Good, black blank cover slightly dusty). 

Code: 66171 

 

A rare ephemeral catalogue was made for the second international exhibition of photography in Yugoslavia, in Ljubljana, in 

1936. The catalogue lists 218 authors from 26 countries, and names over 1000 titles of photographs, which entered the 

completion. The centre sheets of the catalogue show 16 photos of the authors from different parts of the world. The last pages 

includes advertisements for photographic material and other products. 

Beside European photographers, also participants from Australia, India, Burma, Egypt, Hawaii, Java, South Africa, Canada, 

China, Nippon, and the United States sent their works to the competition.    

The cover by an anonymous author, most probably a member of the Fotoklub Ljubljana, is decorated with a decorative 

photomontage with slightly embossed title. 

 

€250.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/photography-yugoslavia-ii-mednarodna-razstava-umetniske-fotografije-ljubljana-jugoslavija-od-2-24-maja-1936-ii-international-exhibition-of-art-photography-ljubljana-yugoslavia-from-may-2nd-to-may-24th-1936.html


POLISH YOUTH NEWSPAPER IN PALESTINE:  

 

ZABIERAMY DZIAŁ KURSÓW MATURALNYCH… NO. 1 
  

 

A rare newspaper in Polish language was printed in December 1943 in Tel Aviv by the Polish YMCA for the Polish youths, 

who became a part of the Polish II Corps in the Middle East during WWII. The newspaper encourages education among 

the young soldiers.   
 

Author: Various authors. 

Place and Year: [Tel Aviv] Polska YMCA" (Armia Polska na Wschodzie), December 1943. 

Technique: Small Folio. [2] with illustrations within text (Very Good, small ears in margins and in the fold, original stamp 

above the title). 

Code: 66201 

 

This unusual newspaper with highly decorative art-deco illustrations on the cover, showcasing young men fighting in the war 

and studying, was printed in December 1943 in Tel Aviv. It includes articles on the Polish youth, theatre, arts in Palestine and 

education system left behind in Poland, when the country was invaded by the Germans. The drawings of the teachers on the 

back were made by Tadeusz Wojnarski (1922-2008), who after WWII settled in Zürich, where he worked as art teacher. 

According to the imprint on the back, the newspaper was issued as an appendix to the periodical Junak: miesięcznik dla mł. 

ochotniczek i junaków na Śr. Wschodzie (Hero: Monthly for Young Volunteers and Youths at the Middle East), and is 

numbered as issue 1. 

The Polish II Corps (Drugi Korpus Wojska Polskiego) was formed in 1943, from various units fighting alongside the Allies in 

all theatres of war, one of them being located in British-held Iraq. The corps consisted not only of Polish soldiers, but also of 

Jews, Belorussian and Ukrainians. Many Polish soldiers were imprisoned in Gulags by the Soviets from 1939 on and were 

released in 1941, after the Polish-Russian Military Agreement on 14 August, which allowed for the creation of a Polish Army 

on Soviet soil. 

The Polish II Corps played a major role in the North African and the Italian Campaigns (1941–1945) as part of the British 

Eighth Army. After the war the division was was housed at various locations in England, where they maintained a presence 

until 1962.  

 

€420.00 

  

https://de.artprice.com/artist/510689/tadeusz-wojnarski
https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/polish-youth-newspaper-in-palestine-zabieramy-dzial-kursow-maturalnych-no-1.html


WARSAW UPRISING NEWSPAPER:  

 

KURIER STOŁECZNY [WARSAW COURIER], NR. 4. 
 

 

A rare broadside newspaper in Polish language was published during the Warsaw Uprising in 1944 

by the underground resistance. 
 

Author: Reforma, Naród, Polska Odrodzona. 

Place and Year: Warsaw: Reforma, Naród, Polska Odrodzona, August 12, 1944. 

Technique: Broadside newspaper, printed recto. (Very Good, soft horisontal fold) 37 x 26 cm (14.6 x 

10.2 inches) 

Code: 66200 

 

A rare 4th number of the Polish newspaper Kurier Stołeczny (Warsaw courier) was published during 

the Warsaw Uprising by the underground resistance groups Reforma, Naród, and. Polska Odrodzona. 

It was issued on August 12,only 12 days after the beginning of the Uprising. 

 

Polish Underground Printing during the Warsaw Uprising 
Throughout the war, the Polish resistance issued thousands of different prints from clandestine 

workshops within Poland.  This genre of prints is known as the prasa konspiracyjna ii wojna 

światowa (Polish Underground Press of World War II).  Most of these titles were of an ephemeral 

nature, hastily printed, and are today very rare.  Many issues were printed by ‘homemade’, improvised 

methods, such a mimeography, while some titles were issued by modern, professional presses.  

As the dominant resistance movement, the AK, and its various affiliates, was the preeminent publisher 

of drukuje konspiracyjnych (underground prints), although hundreds of other titles were issued by the 

other resistance factions.  The AK had organized its publishing operations across the country under 

the auspices of its Biura Informacji i Propagandy (BIP / Bureau of Information and Propaganda), a 

specialist unit headed by experienced authors and publishers, which reported to the Section V of the 

AK.  The BIP was a highly sophisticated operation that carefully organized the content of its 

publications.  War news was censored to focus on the positive, while morale-boosting stories, songs 

and humour were carefully chosen to appeal to the troops.  The BIP also created anti-German 

propaganda, as well as psy-ops material to demoralize the enemy. 

The present publication, Warszawa Walczy, belongs to a highly important subgenre within Polish 

underground printing, Prasa Konspiracyjna Powstania Warszawskiego (Warsaw Uprising 

Underground Press), which specifically includes works issued by the resistance within the Polish 

capital during the Warsaw uprising itself.  Historians especially prize these works, as they give 

authentic insights into the thoughts and aspirations of the Polish resistance fighters during the fateful 

climax of their struggle.  The resistance issued over 100 different publications, most in several serial 

editions, produced under incredibly difficult circumstances.  That they dedicated such considerable 

energy to producing and disseminating the publications is a testament to the great importance that the 

AK placed on the press to both inform and to boost the morale of their followers.  As time and 

resources (notably paper) were in short supply, most of the publications were brief, being either 

broadsides or small pamphlets of few pages.  Many were issued by improvised (mimeograph) presses, 

and have a crude appearance, while some had the benefit of having been published on modern 

professional presses.  Most of the works were issued by organs of the AK, although some were 

produced by other anti-Nazi groups, such as the AL. 

The works of the Warsaw Uprising Underground Press can generally be classified into 3 categories: 1) 

daily newspapers, issued for the general public in Warsaw, such as the Warszawa Walczy, issued 

mainly to inform them of the accomplishments of the resistance, as well as the progress of the war 

outside of Poland; 2) magazines, often geared specifically towards the resistance fighters, featuring 

morale-boosting articles, including patriotic declarations, songs and humorous stories; 3) information 

bulletins, being broadsides geared towards combat-ready troops, delivering factual information in a 

concise manner.  

  

References: Jadwiga Czachowska, Maria Krystyna Maciejewska and Teresa Tyszkiewicz, Literatura 

polska i teatr w latach II wojny światowej: bibliografia(Warsaw: Polskiej Akaemii Nauk, 1983-4-6); 

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Archive, Prasa Konspiracyjna Powstania 

Warszawskiego, RG‐15.091M[Finding Aid for Microfilm Copies of Warsaw Uprising Underground 

Press Publications in the Archiwum Akt Nowych, Warsaw], (2002). 

 

€320.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/warsaw-uprising-newspaper-kurier-stoleczny-warsaw-courier.html


SLOVENIAN UNDERGROUND WWII PRINTING:  

 

ZASAVSKI PARTIZAN. 
  

 

A fine example of an improvised rare partly hand-drawn underground magazine, was made by Slovenian partisans during 

WWII at an undisclosed location on the field. 
 

Author: Kamniško-zasavski odred [Kamink-Zasavje Division of the Liberation Army]. 

Place and Year: S. l. [Region of Kamnik, Central Slovenia] June 1944. 

Technique: 8°: 12 pp. mimeographed text with illustrations, original mimeographed wrappers with hand-coloured cover with 

manuscript additions, unbound as originally published (Very Good, missing a lower corner of the cover). 

Code: 66197 

 

This is the first number  (of 4) of an underground Slovenian Partisan magazine, was made in June, 1944, during WWII. The 

cover, showcasing a partisan holding a gun, is coloured with colour pencils, and has parts of the text written per hand. 

The mimeographed text inside, using also valuable blank space on the inner side of the wrappers, includes introduction to the 

first number, an article for the dead partisans, poems and jokes, mostly about the the Germans. 

The magazine is very rare. Already in 1964 Bibliografija only recorded two examples of the magazine in Yugoslavian 

institutions. Only one institution had number two and four, and four institutions held number 3. Today we could not find any 

examples of the magazine in institutions worldwide. 

  

References: Bibliografija, p. 303, no. 4262.   

 

€650.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/slovenian-underground-wwii-printing-zasavski-partizan.html


WWII YUGOSLAVIA – ORIGINAL SLOVENIAN PARTISAN LINOCUT PLATES:  

 

V IMENU KRISTUSOVIH RAN [IN THE NAME OF CHRIST’S WOUNDS]. 
 

 

Incredible survivors – the complete set of original linocut plates used by an Underground Slovenian Partisan printshop 

during World War II, to publish a powerful series of prints, Dore Klemenčič’s, ‘V imenu Kristusovih ran’ [In the Name of 

Christ’s Wounds], a harsh critique of the brutality of the Axis forces, their Church allies and their false claim to be 

representing the will of God; accompanied by a complete series of original proof state prints published from the linocut 

plates, plus associated material. 
 

Author: Dore KLEMENČIČ, nom de guerre, ‘Maj’ (1911 - 1988). 

Place and Year: [Primorje Region, Slovenia:] Propagandni odsek IX korpusa [Propaganda Office of the IX Corps], June 

1944. 

Technique: A Collection of original linocut plates, a zinc plate and proof state prints, plus associated material, all in Very 

Good condition (Please see below for details). 

Code: 66206 

 

During World War II in Yugoslavia (1941-5), the Partisans, a Communist movement led by Marshal Josip Broz ‘Tito’, 

became the most potent resistance to the Axis occupation of their country.  They eventually gained the distinction of being the 

only resistance force to successfully self-liberate their nation from the Nazis.  The Partisans formed an underground society, 

hidden in the woods and mountains of the countryside, with agents in the occupied cities.  Printing played a seminal role in the 

Partisan movement, and came in the form of propaganda pieces, legal texts, newspapers, educational manuals and works of 

artistic expression (such as Klemenčič’s present images).  Most works were produced in secret print shops, located in remote 

areas, allowing some measure of safety from the enemy.  Partisan printing assumed a wide variety of forms, but improvised, 

low-tech methods, such as mimeography and illustration by use of linocuts formed the backbone of production. 

In 1944, the Slovenian Partisan artist, Dore Klemenčič, nom de guerre ‘Maj’, working in a printshop in the Primorje (Coastal) 

region of Slovenia, created a series of 10 dark-impressed prints, V imenu Kristusovih ran [In the Name of Christ’s Wounds], a 

powerful critique of the Axis occupiers and their allies within the Roman Catholic Church who falsely claimed that their brutal 

acts were done in the name of God.  It is important to note that not all priests and churchgoers were sympathetic to the Axis 

occupation, and there were even many priests who supported the Partisans.  Klemenčič’s images are hauntingly cruel, but 

effective, showing Axis soldiers slaughtering civilians with the aid of priests, who justify the violence in the interests of 

protecting society from the atheist Communists.  

Present here are the complete set of 11 original linocut plates (including a plate for an extra print that was not included in the 

series as normally issued) that Klemenčič used for creating the series.  They are amazing survivors, as almost no linocut plates  

https://www.pahor.de/wwii-yugoslavia-original-slovenian-partisan-linocut-plates-v-imenu-kristusovih-ran-in-the-name-of-christ-s-wounds.html


from Partisan Underground publications are known to survive, let alone come to market.  Linoleum, which was usually taken 

from the floors of kitchens of abandoned houses, and had the advantage of being easy to carve, water-resistant and durable (it 

could create hundreds of impressions before showing significant signs of wear).  The present linocuts seem to come from three 

different sources, as one plate was originally red, while two were probably beige-green, but with different verso structures. 

Also present are a complete set of 10 proof impressions, plus an extra image not normally called for, taken from the linocut 

plates, being a unique set, on paper of different quality and sizes.  On the verso of one of the prints, the Klemenčič writes he 

made 10 impressions from the original linocut plates two months after the end of the war, in July 1945.  He notes that he 

retained the seventh set of these impressions, and he lists the names of the people who received the remaining nine 

sets.  Seven of the present proof prints are dated ‘1944’ and are signed, while four are not.  The paper stock variously 

employed is of different quality, due to war era rationing.  It is not clear as to whether these proof prints were made by 

Klemenčič in 1944, during the war, or if they are one and the same as the artist’s retained set made in July 1945. 

Additionally, the present collection includes two identical copies of the original wrappers in which the series was issued, 

adorned on the front cover with a design above the title.  Both wrappers date from 1944, as they bear the imprint of the 

Partisan press of the Propagandni odsek IX korpusa.  Included is a related original linocut plate and a zinc plate.  It seems that 

the linocut plate, which bears only the title text, may indeed be a fragment, having once been larger to include the cover 

design.  Due to its large size and unwieldy shape, such a linocut plate probably wore down, or was broken, and the upper 

(design) part had to be discarded.  The present zinc plate seems to be a replacement for the once-larger linocut plate, but bears 

little evidence of having ever been used.  Perhaps the zinc plate was made only as a test, but did not react well to the 

circumstances of printing.  Notably, the title text on the present wrappers corresponds to the linocut plate. 

 

List of Items in the Collection: 
 

1. Linocut Plates: 
12 linocut plates: 10 plates, circa 22 x 18.5 cm (8.6 x 7.2 inches); 1 plate, 18 x 14 cm (7 x 5.5 inches) and 1 plate, 7 x 12 cm 

(2.7 x 4.7 inches). 

3. Proof Prints from the Linocut: 
11 loose black linocut prints: all large 4°, printed on different paper, 7 dated and signed by the author in pencil, one print on a 

folded sheet with printed text and manuscript notes by the author. 

3. Zinc Plate: 
1 zinc plate: 27.5 x 11 cm (10.8 x 4.3 inches). 

  

https://www.pahor.de/wwii-yugoslavia-original-slovenian-partisan-linocut-plates-v-imenu-kristusovih-ran-in-the-name-of-christ-s-wounds.html


4. Original Wrappers: 
2 identical original loose tan wrappers (large 4°) with black linocut title and printed imprint on a flap. 

5. Original Folder bearing the Title: 
Later large 4° tan linen folder with pasted original title image to front cover. 

  

Dore Klemenčič – ‘Maj’: Slovenian Partisan Artist 

 

Dore Klemenčič (1911 - 1988), nom de guerre ‘Maj’ was Slovenian, but completed his studies in 1934 at the Art Academy in 

Zagreb.  In the late 1930s, he lived in Celje, Slovenia, where he joined a group of left-wing artists, before moving to Banja 

Luka, Bosnia.  He was also a reservist with officer rank in the Royal Yugoslav Army, giving him skills which would soon 

prove valuable.  

Following the capitulation of Yugoslavia in World War II, in April 1941, Klemenčič was sent to a German POW camp, Oflag 

Doessel-Warburg, and later to a prison camp in Yugoslavia. He escaped from the camp and joined the Chetniks in Serbia, 

before transferring allegiance to the Partisans in Bosnia.  He eventually returned to his native Slovenia as a Partisan officer in 

charge of several underground printing presses.  Following the war, Klemenčič was a professional painter. 

The objects of the present collection are unique, while only 3 examples of the normal published editions of V imenu 

Kristusovih ran are recorded in institutions, at Princeton University Library; the National and University Library of Slovenia 

(Ljubljana) and at the National Archives of Slovenia (Ljubljana). 

  

References: N/A. Cf. [Re: the normal set of prints:] Bibliografija, p. 37, no. 455; OCLC: 42591290 & 813590158. 

 

€5,500.00 

  



GERMAN WWII TRIESTE GUIDE:  

 

DAS TOR ZUR ADRIA: EIN TRIEST-BREVIER [A GATE TO ADRIA: A TRIEST GUIDE BOOK]. 
 

A rare WWII guidebook of Trieste, in today’s Italy, was written in German language in the time of the short lived 

Operational Zone of the Adriatic Littoral under the Nazi German rule, which existed from the capitulation of Italy in 

September 1943, until the end of the war, in May 1945, when the Nazis planned Germanisation of the region.   
 

Author: Dario De TUONI, author; Gregorio BISIA, translator. 

Place and Year: Trieste: Deutscher Adria-Verlag, December 1944. 

Technique: 8°: 102 pp. with illustrations within text, [1], original illustrated brown wrappers (Very good, spine slightly 

scuffed on the corners, soft fold in the lower corner of the cover). 

Code: 66173 

 

A rare guidebook was printed in German language and is according to the introduction an heir to the famous Baedeker 

guidebooks, made in a difficult time of the war. The book describes famous parts of the city, buildings, monuments, and 

nearby tourist attractions. 

The guidebook was published during a short lived Operational Zone of the Adriatic Littoral (Operationszone Adriatisches 

Küstenland or OZAK) – a Nazi Germany puppet state, which was created by Adolf Hitler after the capitulation of Italy in 

September 1943. OZAK embraced the area of Istria (now Croatia), Karst (Slovenia) and a part of the north-east Italy, with 

Trieste as a capital. In the time Trieste and OZAK became the scene of genocidal activities under the command of Odilo 

Globočnik (21 April 1904 – 31 May 1945), a Higher SS and Police Leader. The Nazi plan for the region was Germanisation of 

the population, based on their understanding of history of medieval Germany and the borders of Habsburg monarchy. 

OZAK was dissolved at the beginning of May 1945, when the Nazi troops in Trieste, which were facing an uprising of the 

Italian anti-fascist Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale and the attacks of Tito’s Yugoslav partisans, surrendered to the New 

Zealand 2nd Division. Less than a month later Odilo Globočnik committed suicide. 

The survival rate of this guidebook would be very small, as it was probably printed in smaller numbers and would be 

destroyed five months later, after the end of the war. We could only find three examples in libraries worldwide (Slovene 

National and Study Library, Trieste, France Bevk Public Library, Nova Gorica, Public Library Srečko Vilhar, Koper). 

 

€140.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/german-wwii-trieste-guide-das-tor-zur-adria-ein-triest-brevier-a-gate-to-adria-a-triest-guide-book.html


ÉMIGRÉ RUSSIAN CHILDREN'S BOOK:  

 

МИХАЙЛО ПОТОК, БОГАТЫРИ И ВИТЯЗИ РУССКОЙ ЗЕМЛИ: [MIKHAILO POTOK, BOGATYRI I 

VITYAZI RUSSKOI ZEMLI] 
  

 

A rare children’s story on a Russian legend of a knight Mikhailo Potok, with chromolithographed illustrations, was 

published in 1943 by a Russian exile press in Harbin, China. 
 

Author: M. V. ZAJNEV, editor; Leo Markovich ABRAMOVICH, illustrator. 

Place and Year: Harbin, China: M. V. Zajnev, 1943. 

Technique: Small 4°: 12 pp. with two colour chromolithographed full-page illustrations, original thicker paper wrappers with 

colour illustrated cover, stapled (Very Good, very light foxing). 

Code: 66172 

 

This rare children’s book with chromolithographed wrappers and illustrations by L. M. Abramovich, was published in 1943 by 

Russian immigrants in Harbin, Shina. The story tells a legend of Mikhail Potyk (also Mikhailo Ivanovich Potok) a Russian 

Bogatyr or Vityaz, an elite warrior during Vladimir the Great's reign. The book was issued separately in a rare series of 

Russian Bogatyri and Vityazi. 

Harbin, China, was the largest Russian enclave outside the Soviet Union after the October Revolution, when more than 

100,000 defeated Russian White Guards and refugees retreated to the city. By the end of 1930’s the Russian population in 

Harbin dropped to around 30,000, due to the Soviet Great Purge between 1936 and 1938, when many Russians were arrested 

as Japanese spies, as others moved back to Russia, or to Australia and North America. 

We could not trace any copies in institutions worldwide on Worldcat. 

  

€450.00 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/catalogue-april-2018/emigre-russian-children-s-book-mihajlo-potok-bogatyri-i-vitjazi-russkoj-zemli-mikhailo-potok-bogatyri-i-vityazi-russkoi-zemli.html


TURKISH BRIGADE ARCHIVE – KOREAN WAR 
 

A stellar archive of apparently unrecorded ephemeral publications and original photographs contemporarily made by 

members of the Turkish Brigade, the special force that bravely fought alongside the U.S. Army during the Korean War. 
 

Code: 66205 

 

This is an archive of stellar quality concerning the Turkish Brigade, the special infantry force that joined the United Nations 

Coalition (led by the United States) during the Korean War (1950-3).  The exploits of the Turkish Brigade represented the first 

major international military operation engaged by Turkey since the end of that nation’s war of independence in 1923.  The 

Brigade fought with great distinction, and its contribution was aptly summed up by A.K. Starbuck: “The Turks acquitted 

themselves in a brave and noble fashion in some of the worst conditions experienced in the Korean War.  Very little else could 

have been required or expected of them.  Their heavy casualties speak of their honor and commitment. Their bravery requires 

no embellishment.  It stands on its own.”  Due to the achievements of the Brigade in Korea, Turkey won global respect as a 

military power and full membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 

The present archive consists of six parts.  First, are four issues of Savaş Dönüşü [Return to War], a seemingly unrecorded 

magazine produced in 1951 by Turkish Brigade members as they sailed aboard a ship on their way from Turkey to 

Korea.  Second, is Korea ve Harp [Korea and the War], an apparently unrecorded history of the war mimeographed in Korea 

by Turkish troops in 1954, illustrated with eight maps.  Third, is the final issue of the apparently unrecorded magazine, North 

Star, printed aboard a ship by Brigade members sailing back home to Turkey.  Fourth, is an original mimeographed list of a 

party of Turkish soldiers who were slated to sail home from Korea after serving their tour.  Fifth, is an unusually large and 

elaborate photomontage made as a memento for a Turkish Brigade soldier shortly before he deployed for Korea.  And last, but 

certainly not least, is a collection of 115 original photographs taken by Turkish soldiers, both in Korea and during related 

travels, featuring valuable documentary content. 

  

  

The Contents of the Archive in Focus: 

Part 1: 

Refik SOYKUT, Nazmi OZOGLU and Dr. K. CUMBUSEL, Editors. 

Savaş Dönüşü [Return to War], 4 Issues, Nos. 3, 8, 15 and 20. 

[Red Sea / Indian Ocean / Pacific Ocean:] Aboard the ship USNS General C. C. Ballou (T-AP-157): September 30, 

October 5, October 13, and October 18, 1951. 
  

https://www.pahor.de/turkish-brigade-archive-korean-war.html


Each 4° Broadside, printed on both sides, mimeographed text with illustrated title. 

Present here are four issues of Savaş Dönüşü [Return to War] (being nos. 3, 8, 15 and 20), a broadside magazine 

mimeographed by members of the Turkish Brigade aboard the ship, USS General C.C. Ballou, travelling en route from Turkey 

to Korea, in September and October 1951.  Under a cartographic title (depicting the outlines of both Turkey and Korea), each 

issue features news stories from home and reports on the war action in Korea (all acquired from the ship’s radio), as well as 

short articles, poems, humorous vignettes and inspiring quotations.  The work is meant to lift the spirits of soldiers who 

understood that they were headed into a ferocious conflict.  It follows a tradition of soldiers publishing their own periodicals 

during long sea voyages, which became popular during the World War I era, although all such works tend to be extremely rare 

today.   

The present issues of Savaş Dönüşü were made by members of the second combat rotation of the Turkish Brigade, which was 

slated to replace the units that had arrived in Korea in October 1950.  The troops in transit were apprised of how their 

predecessors had fought heroically in several brutal altercations, notably the Battle of Wawon (November 1950), the Battle of 

Kumyangjang-Ni (January 1951) and the Chorwon-Seoul Diversion (April 1951), so there was no ambiguity concerning what 

awaited them.  

The USS General C.C. Ballou (AP-157) was a General G.O. Squier-class transport ship that had been seconded for 

transporting members of the Turkish Brigade from Turkey to Korea.  Indeed, most of the Brigade members were transported 

aboard American vessels, as the Turkish Navy lacked such mass long-distance capabilities.  The present issues of the 

magazine were made aboard ship after it had cleared the Suez Canal, but before its final approach towards Korea. 

Savaş Dönüşü is seemingly unrecorded – we cannot trace even a reference to the periodical, let alone the locations of any 

other surviving issues.  This is perhaps not all that surprising, as the issues would have been produced in only a very small 

print run and would have had a low survival rate due to their ephemeral nature. 

  

Part 2: 

4 NCÜ TÜRK TUGAYI. II NCI ŞUBESI. [4th TURKISH BRIGADE. 2nd DIVISION]. 

Korea ve Harp. 1 Haziran 1954. [Korea and the War. June 1, 1954]. 

[South Korea:] 4 ncü Türk Tugayi. II nci Şubesi [4th Turkish Brigade. 2nd Division], June 1, 1954. 
Small 4°: [1] mimeographed index in blue, 53 pp. mimeographed text in blue, including 1 blue mimeographed folding map 

and 7 full-page maps, original paper wrappers with mimeographed blue illustrated cover, stapled (Very Good, slightly age-

toned, small marginal tears, pagination partially in manuscript). 

This is an apparently unrecorded stand-alone publication made by a division of the Turkish Brigade in the late spring of 1954, 

around ten months after the end of hostilities, being a short history of the Turks’ dramatic adventures during the war.  It is 

historically significant in that it is a rare first-hand account of seminal events of the Korean War, contemporarily written and 

published in the theatre by its protagonists.  The work is beautifully mimeographed in blue ink and is illustrated with eight 

custom-made maps of military action. 

Korea ve Harpis divided into various sections, each packed with curious information and statistics.  First, is a discourse on 

Korean history, religion, geography, as well as an explanation of the Korean alphabet.  Next, is a history of the Korean War, 

including details on the protagonists and specific battles (including the numbers of soldiers that fought in each engagement, 

along with casualty statistics).  

The first of the eight attractive maps depicts the historical peninsula, divided into the traditional Three Kingdoms of 

Korea.  The following seven maps depict the course of major military land operations in Korea, from November 25, 1950 to 

July 1951, in which the Turkish Brigade played a central role.  For instance, the battles of Wawon and Kumyangjang-Ni and 

the Chorwon-Seoul Diversion are specifically detailed. 

Following the maps, are meticulous lists of the Turkish Brigade soldiers then serving in theatre, including their names and 

registration numbers.  Solemnly, this is followed by another list detailing the Turkish fallen soldiers, inducing their names, 

battalions, ranks, the names of their fathers and their places of birth.  Finally, is a list of the locations of the fallen soldier’s 

graves in the cemetery in Pusan, including their names, dates of death, and their grave numbers within the appropriate sections 

of the graveyard.   

The listing of the fallen soldiers was not only important as a tribute to their sacrifice, but it also had a crucial practical 

purpose.  Regarding the fallen soldiers whose bodies were yet unaccounted for, the United Nations Command was then 

preparing for Operation Glory, the programme to exchange soldiers’ remains with North Korea, a process which lasted from 

July until November 1954. 

We have not been able to trace even a reference to Korea ve Harp, let alone the locations of any other examples. 

  

Part 3:  

[TURKISH BRIGADE]. 

North Star. Veda Sayısı. Kore Türk Silahlı Kuvvetleri Gazetesi. Souvenir Edition. [Korea Turkish Armed Forces 

Newspaper. Farewell Edition]. USNS GNS. R.M. Blatchford (T-AP 153), Voyage 33, Number 9. 

[Eastern Mediterranean Sea:] Aboard the ship USNS GNS. R.M. Blatchford(T-AP 153), July 11 – August 4, 1954. 
4°: 4 pp. mimeographed text with 2 illustrations within text, original cover with mimeographed illustrated title, stapled (Very 

Good, soft vertical fold, slightly stained, minor marginal tears). 

This magazine was mimeographed by members of the Turkish Brigade aboard the ship USS General R. M. Blatchford, en 

route from South Korea to Turkey.  Specifically, it was printed as the vessel was sailing somewhere in the eastern 

Mediterranean Sea, having cleared the Suez Canal, on the final stretch towards Turkey.  It was issued in early August 1954, 

just over a year after hostilities in the Korean War had ceased, and so the party that created this magazine included troops from 

the last Brigade rotation to have seen active combat.  The magazine is named ‘North Star’ (Turkish: Şimal Yıldızı  or Kutup 

Yıldızı) after the code name of the Turkish Brigade. 

In line with similar soldiers’ periodicals published aboard ship during long voyages, North Star features amusing and morale-

boosting short stories, poems, patriotic quotations and humorous vignettes, as well as reports concerning the journey itself. 



The Turks were travelling aboard the American navy vessel, the USS General R. M. Blatchford (AP-153), a General G.O. 

Squier-class transport ship that had been launched in 1944, during World War II. 

According to the headers of the magazine, this trip marked the 33rd voyage of the ship, and this issue was the 9th, and 

supposedly final, issue of North Star. 

We have not been able to trace even a reference to any of the issues of the magazine, let alone the locations of any other 

examples.  

  

Part 4: 

[TURKISH BRIGADE]. 

Birinci kafile ile yurda gidecek Asb. Isim cetveli.[Soldiers who will Return Home with the First Group / Name Table]. 

[South Korea, circa 1951 - 1954]. 
4°: 3 pp. mimeographed, stapled, with final entry contemporarily added in manuscript (Very Good, toned, slight marginal 

chipping). 

This is an archivally important original mimeographed list, printed in South Korea, detailing a party of Turkish Brigade 

soldiers who were scheduled to imminently return to Turkey.  The printed list features 151 soldiers, while a final name (no. 

152) has been contemporarily added at the end in manuscript.  The name of each soldier is accompanied by their serial 

number, unit, rank, and tag number. 

Most of the Turkish Brigade troops were meant to be rotated out of the Korean theatre after serving a one-year tour of 

duty.  While the undated list describes the party in question as being of the “First Group”, it is not clear as to what this means, 

although this list is thought to date from sometime between the autumn of 1951 and the spring of 1954.  Further research will 

undoubtedly succeed in determining the party’s exact date of departure.  

  

Part 5: 

Anon. 

“Yurtta sulh, cihanda sulh.” [Peace at Home, Peace in the World]. 

[Probably Turkey, circa 1950 - 1952]. 
Photomontage, of retouched black and white photographs, with added full original hand-colour (Good, long repaired tears, but 

with no significant loss), cm / inches. 

This is an unusually large and highly decorative original photomontage made for an anonymous Turkish Brigade soldier, 

depicting his portrait, a map of the Korean War theatre, and the figure of a lady, adorned with a Turkish flag and carrying a 

torch, personifying ‘peace’, following a common motif in both contemporary Turkish and international iconography.  The title 

of the work is taken from the banner which appear on the wreath behind the lady, which reads: “Yurtta sulh, cihanda sulh” 

[Peace at Home, Peace in the World], being a phrase coined in 1931 by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the late founding President of   

  

https://www.pahor.de/turkish-brigade-archive-korean-war.html


Turkey, which subsequently became the motto for the nation’s foreign policy.  In the foreground is the figure of ‘Everyman’, 

or in this case ‘Every Soldier’ whose destiny is controlled by his fate, here symbolically represented by the map. 

While a matter of educated speculation, the present photomontage was likely made in Turkey at the behest of a Turkish 

Brigade soldier who was about to depart for Korea and was likely given as a memento to a loved one.  The soldier was almost 

certainly part of the annual Brigade deployments, from the autumn of 1950 to the autumn of 1952, that expected to see combat 

duty.  While the creation of such photographic mementos had been a common custom amongst soldiers from across Europe 

since World War I, the present composition is far larger and much more elaborate than general.  We can assume that the 

anonymous Turkish soldier was well-off, as this piece would have been very expensive, not to mention technically difficult, to 

produce. 

The photomontage is a unique survivor, and we have not been able to trace the existence of a remotely comparable piece. 

 

Part 6: 

[Collection of 115 Original Turkish Brigade Photographs]. 

Variously taken in Seoul; Pusan; along the war front in Korea; Tokyo; and aboard ship sailing between Korea and 

Turkey, 1953 & 1954. 
115 original black and white photographs, variously ranging between 9 x 7 cm (2.7 x 3.8 inches) and 17.8 x 12.7 cm (7 x 5 

inches), almost all originally dated and annotated in manuscript on verso in Turkish, save for 2 photos which feature typed 

pastedown labels in English on verso (Very Good, some tiny folds in corners), all loose-leaf, but housed within a 

contemporary U.S. Army Records Jacket (slightly worn, small marginal tears). 

This a large and fascinating collection of original photographs taken in 1953 and 1954 by members of the Turkish Brigade, 

mainly in Korea (variously in Seoul, Pusan, and along the battle front), but also while ‘on leave’ in Tokyo, Japan, as well as 

during the homeward sea voyage between Korea and Turkey. 

Many of the photographs are portraits depicting a Turkish soldier in various surroundings, with different backgrounds, amidst 

various weather conditions, and sometimes in the company of others. 

Importantly, there are many photographs featuring valuable documentary content.  These include various scenes from the war 

front in Korea; photographs of mosques, both of a make-shift nature in field encampments, as well as a grand edifice in 

Tokyo; scenes involving both Turkish and American soldiers; candid scenes of life on base; poignant scenes at the Turkish 

military cemetery in Pusan, including a funeral service; as well as pictures taken during the return voyage home. 

Almost all the photos feature, on the verso, detailed annotations in manuscript giving the date and context of the scene, while 

2 photos are labelled, on the verso, with pastedown captions in English. 

  

The Turkish Brigade: Honour and Sacrifice in Korea 

 

The story of the Turkish Brigade is undeniably one of the most fascinating and surprising aspects of the Korean War, and 

while well-known within Turkey and by enthusiasts of the history of the conflict worldwide, it has today largely escaped the 

consciousness of the Western public.  

The Korean War (June 25, 1950 – July 27, 1953) was an epic conflict, whereby a United Nations Coalition (spearheaded by 

the United States) sought to repulse the invasion of the Western-backed republic of South Korea by North Korea, a 

Communist state that was soon to be joined by China.  The showdown was the first large-scale international contest between 

the West and the Communist world, and it proved that, on many occasions, the Cold War was in fact ‘red hot’.  The conflict 

see-sawed back and forth, at different times it seemed that one side was about to be annihilated, only for it to recover and 

repulse its opposition, thereafter assuming an offensive posture.   

Significantly, the contest revealed that America in the wake of World War II was, contrary to popular assumptions, not 

invincible, while Chairman Mao’s China proved its mettle on the international stage for the first time.  While the UN Coalition 

technically won the war, by successfully rescuing South Korea from North Korean-Chinese conquest, the conflict is generally 

seen as stalemate, as the Communist forces held their own against technologically superior armies. 

In the wake of World War II, Turkey, in part fearing Stalin’s Soviet Union, but also wishing to continue the Westernizing, 

modernizing course charted by the nation’s late founder, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, sought to formally join the Western powers, 

and hopefully, one day, NATO, its mutual-defence organization.  To overcome the misgivings, held by some Western nations, 

of admitting a largely Muslim, Asian nation into its ranks, Turkey felt a need to prove itself militarily on the international 

stage.  In this respect, the situation in Korea presented a golden, yet costly, opportunity. 

On June 25, 1950, North Korea attacked South Korea, overwhelming its defences.  This act was held to be against 

international law, and the United Nations passed Resolution 83, requesting all nations to come to South Korea’s aid.  The 

United States was the first to respond, and it both led and overwhelmingly dominated the resulting UN Coalition.  On June 29, 

Turkey become the second nation to sign up, proclaiming that “Turkey is ready to meet his responsibilities.” 

On July 25, 1950, Ankara authorized the formation of the Turkish Armed Forces Command (TAFC), popularly known as the 

‘Turkish Brigade’ (Turkish: Türk Tugayı; code named: North Star, Turkish: Şimal Yıldızıor Kutup Yıldızı) for the Korea 

mission.  The Brigade was a regimental combat team consisting of three infantry battalions, along with supporting artillery 

and engineering corps.  The deployment plan called for the Brigade to have approximately 5,000 troops in the Korean theatre 

at any one time, with almost the entire force being switched out annually, replaced by fresh troops.  The Turkish Brigade, 

connected to the U.S. Army’s 25th Infantry Division, was notably the only brigade-sized force to be attached to an American 

regiment for the duration of the war. 



The first leader of the Turkish Brigade was Brigadier-General Tahsin Yazıcı (1892 – 1971), a highly respected veteran of World War I’s 

legendary Gallipoli Campaign.  Yazıcı’s experience was notable since Turkey’s armed forces had not fought a major international battle 
since the early 1920s.   

The first members of the Turkish Brigade to arrive in Korea disembarked at Pusan (Busan) on October 12, 1950, with the bulk of the force 

arriving at the same port five days later.  From there, the Brigade deployed to Taegu (Daegu) for a brief course of training with the U.S. 
Army. 

Before recounting some of the details of their experiences, it is worth noting that the soldiers of the Turkish Brigade were undeniably brave, 

motivated, and skilled.  However, they also suffered far more than was perhaps necessary, due to two key factors.  First, the Turkish troops 

were deployed to a strange theatre and given unfamiliar American arms and equipment, before being rushed into pitched battle without the 

proper training.  Second, very few Turkish soldiers (including their commanders) spoke even a word of English, and so much was ‘lost in 

translation’ with their American allies, sometimes resulting in serious (and theoretically avoidable) miscommunications during battle.  The 
Americans, while well-disposed towards their Turkish allies, proved amazingly oblivious to these problems. 

A fascinating and very ‘human’ account of the experiences of the Turkish troops in Korea was written by Hasan Basri Danişman, an 

American-born Turkish Brigade veteran, as the book, Korea 1952: Situation Negative! - An Account of Service with the Turkish 

Brigade (Istanbul: Denizler Kitabevi, 2002). 

The Turkish Brigade’s finest hour occurred early in the conflict.  In late November 1950, the U.S. Eighth Army, accompanied by the 

Turkish Brigade, was fighting the Chinese People’s Army in brutal combat in what is today western North Korea.  At the Battle of Wawon 

(Turkish: Kunuri Muharebeleri), fought on November 27–29, 1950, near modern Kaechon, the American forces took flight, after the 

Chinese had surprised them at the strategic road junction at Kunu-ri, decimating their right flank.  The Chinese, in hot pursuit, seemed set to 

finish-off their quarry.  However, the Turkish Brigade took a stand, but found itself surrounded by vastly superior Chinese forces.  The 

Turks fought with such bravery and ferocity that they tied-up tens of thousands of Chinese troops, while the Americans made a safe 

retreat.  Amazingly, the Brigade managed to fight its way out of the Chinese trap; however, this came at a heavy price, as it lost 15% of its 

personnel (218 killed, 455 wounded, and almost 100 taken prisoner) and 70% of its equipment.  Curiously, the Chinese had no idea that they 

were fighting Turkish soldiers until an ethnic Uighur (a Turkic people) Chinese soldier heard a Turkish fighter utter the familiar word 

‘düşman’ (enemy).   

Critically, while the Battle of Wawon was technically a Chinese victory, the valiant Turkish resistance allowed the U.S. Eighth Army to 

survive to fight another day, with great consequence to the UN Coalition’s overall war effort.  In December 1950, the United States awarded 

Brigadier Yazıcı and fifteen of his fellow officers both the Silver Star and Bronze Star medals for bravery, and additionally conferred high 
group honours upon the Brigade as a whole.  

The UN Coalition’s Commander-in-Chief, General Douglas MacArthur, aptly summed up the Turkish Brigade’s role at Wawon: 

“The military situation in Korea is being followed with concern by the whole American public. But in these concerned days, the heroism 

shown by the Turks has given hope to the American nation. It has inculcated them with courage. The American public fully appreciates the 

value of the services rendered by the Turkish Brigade and knows that because of them the Eighth American Army could withdraw without 

disarray. The American public understands that the United Nations Forces in Korea were saved from encirclement and from falling into the 

hands of the communists by the heroism shown by the Turks.” 
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The Turkish Brigade continued to distinguish itself in the field.  At the Battle of Kumyangjang-Ni (January 25-26, 1951), the Turks fought 

off a Chinese force three times its size, although it subsequently suffered great casualties upon repeated North Korean attacks.  It seems that 

language problems, in part, led to inadequate coordination between the American and Turkish forces, causing the battle to be far bloodier 

that it would perhaps have otherwise been.  The Brigade’s heroism was nevertheless recognized by President Harry Truman, who awarded 

the Turkish force the exalted group commendation, the Distinguished Unit Citation (today, the Presidential Unit Citation). 

Subsequently, the Turkish Brigade fought hard during the Chorwon-Seoul Diversion and related actions (April 22-23, 1951) and during the 

Vegas Action at the Battle of the Hook (May 28-29, 1953). Importantly, midway through the Korean War, the valour and skill of the Turkish 

Brigade convinced even the most reluctant Western nations, that Turkey would be a valuable permanent military ally.  Turkey duly joined 

NATO, on February 18, 1952, and to the present day maintains the second largest army in the alliance, next only to the United States.By the 

end of the conflict, in July 1953, the Turkish Brigade had circulated a total of 14,936 troops through Korea, of which a maximum number of 

5,455 was present in the theatre at any one time.  The casualty rate was very high, as a total of 721 Turkish soldiers were killed in action, 
while 2,111 were wounded and 168 were declared missing. 

The majority, being 462, of the Turkish Brigade’s fallen soldiers were laid to rest at the United Nations Memorial Cemetery in Pusan, South 

Korea, which is home to two memorials specifically dedicated to the Brigade. As the threat of a North Korean invasion endured even after 

the July 1953 cease-fire (in fact, no peace treaty between the UN Coalition and North Korea was ever signed), the Turkish Brigade remained 

in South Korea at full strength (but with the full contingent being replaced annually) for seven years after the war.  As such, the Turkish 

Brigade was not disbanded until 1960. The exploits of the Turkish Brigade had major contemporary consequences, in addition to an 

enduring legacy.  Importantly, Turkey was henceforth taken seriously by the World as a military power.  Within Turkey, several prominent 

military, political and business leaders cut their teeth during the Korean War, granting them the gravitas to advance rapidly through the ranks 
in their respective professions in the years following their return home. 

The Turkish Brigade was also memorialised in countless books, theatrical works and films, the including Şimal Yıldızı (1954) and 

recently, Ayla: The Daughter of War (2017).   
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CROATIAN FASCIST EXILE LITERATURE:  

 

U SLUŽBI DOMOVINE [SERVING THE COUNTRY]. 
  

 

A scarce Croatian anti-Tito and anti-American book with 3 autobiographic articles describing a flight 

from Croatia, life in Allied DP camps, and exile to Argentina was written by a Croatian nationalistic 

fascistic politician Vjekoslav Vrančić, who served as a left hand to Ante Pavelić, and was a vice 

president of the Croatian so-called "government in exile" in Argentina. 

 

 

Author: Vjekoslav VRANČIĆ (1904 – 1990). 

Place and Year: Buenos Aires: Talleres Graficos Vilos s.l.r. 1977. 

Technique: 8°: 355 pp. with a full-page portrait of the author on p. 5, original wrappers with illustrated 

cover (Very Good, wrapper slight age-toned and stained). 

Code: 66181 

 

A detailed autobiographical reports in Croatian language were written by a Croatian nationalistic 

politician Vjekoslav Vrančić (1904 – 1990) and published in Buenos Aires in 1977. 

They describe Vrančić’es imprisonment by the Allies in 1945, where he was sent by the leader of the 

Independent State of Croatia, Ante Pavelić, to make an official surrender. Vrančić describes the 

following 12 months in DP camps, before he immigrated with false papers, provided by members of the 

Vatican state, to Buenos Aires. The text bears a strong anti-Tito and anti-American note, claiming the 

American believed the false news receiving from Yugoslavia during WWII, and allied themselves with 

Tito. 

The last part of the book describes the military formation of the Independent State of Croatia during 

WWII. It was first published in 1953. 

The wrappers show a map of the Independent State of Croatia, embracing today’s Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, and parts of modern-day Serbia and Slovenia. 

Vrančić was a high-ranked Croatian Ustaše, a left-hand of Ante Pavelić, and later one of the leading 

ring-wing Croatian nationalist active politicians in Argentina. He was born in Ljubuški, what is today 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and spent most of his childhood in Mostar. In 1929 he moved to Montevideo, 

Uruguay, and later to Buenos Aires for business. There he established close relations with the Croatian 

immigrants and became a respectable name in the community. He also established close connections 

with Croatian nationalists, including with Ante Pavelić, who at the time lived in Italy. 

Vjekoslav Vrančić returned to Europe in 1931 and after finishing his PhD in Vienna, he moved to 

Croatia, where, during WWII, he held different positions in the Independent State of Croatia, as a close 

friend of Ante Pavelić. He was negotiating with the Serbian Chetnik representatives, and was the "body 

directly responsible for concentration camps and repressive political apparatus”, for which he was 

decorated by Hitler in honour of his planning skills at the work of mass deportation. 

After his escape to Buenos Aires with false papers after WWII he became a vice president of the 

Croatian so-called "government in exile" in Argentina. The president was Ante Pavelić. He was also 

involved in terrorist activities with extreme right-wing Argentine political groups and was an author of 

several articles and books, trying to re- establish the Independent State of Croatia. 
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YUGOSLAV-CZECHOSLOVAK SCI-FI CINEMATOGRAPHY:  

 

VISITORS FROM THE GALAXY. 
 

An original official illustrated binder with promotional material, including original photographs, was made for a Yugoslav-

Czechoslovak science fiction movie Visitors from Galaxy in 1981. It was directed by Dušan Vukotić, one of the most 

famous 20th century Yugoslavian directors, who, in 1962, won the first Academy Award for this cartoon Surogat – the first 

awarded non-American cartoon. 
 

Author: Various Artists. Mirko ILIĆ (born 1956), design; Željko KOPROLOČEC, photography. 

Place and Year: Zagreb: Zagreb Film, printed by Offset, Buje 1981. 

Technique: Set of 5 black and white photographs (3 12 x 18 cm / 4.7 x 7 inches, 2 18 x 24 cm / 7 x 9.4 inches) with original 

paste-down copied typed text verso, 3 promotional colour lithographs (18,5 x 22,5 cm / 7.3 x 8.8 inches), 3 printed sheets (all 

4°), accompanied by an original illustrated folder with flaps (large 4°). (Very Good, folder slightly worn on edges, some sheets 

with tiny folds in corners). 

Code: 66202 

  

An original illustrated binder includes promotional material for a science fiction movie Visitors from the Galaxy, a 1981 

Yugoslav-Czechoslovak production (Croatian: Gosti iz galaksije, Czech: Monstrum z galaxie Arkana). It includes 5 original 

black and white photographies with information on the movie pasted down verso, 3 promotional colour small broadsides, and 

a short informative text with information on the movie in Croatian language on three pages. 

The folders were probably handed out to the press and movie theatres as promotional and informative material. 

The script was written by a Czech writer Miloš Macourek (1926 – 2002) and a Yugoslavian director Dušan Vukotić 

(1927 – 1998). 

Dušan Vukotić was a Montenegrin-born Yugoslavian director, active in Croatia. He was active in the Zagreb Studio for 

Cartoons, since its founding in 1956. His high-quality timeless cartoons with intelligent amusing stories were designed in 

contemporary style and were often mixed with science fiction. His most famous cartoon were Cow on the Moon (1959) and a 

superb designed cartoon Surogat, for which he won an Academy Award for best Short Subjects (cartoon). It was the first 

Academy Award given to a non-American cartoon. 

The designer of promotional material was Mirko Ilić (born 1956) a Bosnian-born designer and comic artist, now based in New 

York.  
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